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Business

Employers
Solutions that deliver for you and your employees.




Health Plans
Smarter health plans choose Sword.







Individuals
Solutions

Thrive
Best-in-class digital physical therapy from the comfort of home.




Academy
The highest quality physical health education and resources.




On-Call
Access to on-demand clinical pain specialists.




Bloom
The next generation of women's pelvic health care.




Move
Movement Health for the modern workforce.




Predict
Built to predict and avoid costs of unnecessary surgeries.




Atlas
Global access to pain-fighting exercises and education.







Learn

Newsroom
Find company updates, product announcements and other news.




Resources
Explore our clinical studies, webinars and publications.




Frequently Asked Questions
Have questions? We've got answers.







Company

About
Learn about the who, the why, and the what we do at Sword.




Health Equity
Building a diverse and equitable future for everyone.




Careers
Find openings and opportunities to join us on our mission.







Enroll
Request demo






Request demo



A life free from pain starts here.
Request demo
*Real Sword members





Why Sword
Give your people power over pain.
Your people get the clinical, individualized treatment they need from the comfort of home—freeing them from pain, and you from lost productivity and costly healthcare bills.
Book a demo
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[image: Sword was instrumental in curing my knee pain]“I really do think that movement is medicine. Sword was instrumental for my knee pain. Had it not been for them, I might not have made it.”
Trent
Sword member





[image: 10 weeks into the Sword MSK program, my back pain dissolved]“10 weeks into the program my back pain completely dissolved. It’s like complete freedom from something that’s been terrorizing you 24 hours a day.”
Marcelo
Sword member





[image: Living without MSK pain]"You have the power to get out of [pain]. It's a very isolating feeling, and this journey has let me be so much more present. I'm excited I get to do this with my kids."
Kelly
Sword member
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62%*
of members are pain-free1

9.7/10
Member Satisfaction Score2

50%
Reduction in anxiety3






Member Impact
The proof is in the results. 
With our member-first approach, we deliver the highest engagement, completion rate, and member satisfaction of any company in the industry. 


It’s the best health and wellness program Logicalis has ever implemented.
Mark Jenkins
VP of Human Resources at Logicalis
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64%

Reduction in depression4

3x

ROI5

68%

Increase in productivity6

up to 70%

Reduction in surgery intent7






Want to learn more?
Individuals
Free yourself from pain.
Know more
Employers
Free your employees from pain.
Know more
Health Plans
Free your members from pain.
Know more



Our Platform
The most clinically rigorous team + the most powerful AI
Clinical rigor

Powerful technology

Member-first approach

Industry-leading outcomes & ROI
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Clinical Rigor
Our team is composed of experienced specialists each with a Doctor of Physical Therapy degree. Our members work with clinical experts 100% of the time—never health coaches. And we have more FDA-listed devices, technology patents, published clinical studies, and regulatory clearances  than any other company in the industry.
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Powerful technology
The Sword platform is based on the delivery of expert care that’s powered by the proprietary technology we build into all of our products. AI delivers live corrections to members, ensuring every exercise is completed with perfect form. 
Read the report
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Member-first approach
The member experience is ultra-personalized, with each custom treatment plan designed by the same clinical expert who will coach the member every step of the way. Real-time feedback and ongoing dialogue allow members to understand their progress—and enable clinical experts to continuously tailor programs to help them reach their goals. 
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Industry-leading outcomes & ROI
By helping members avoid surgery, ER visits, and painkillers, we drastically reduce healthcare costs through clinical outcomes that are unmatched—saving our customers an average of $2,472 per member per year and delivering a 3x ROI, the best in the industry.





Loved by our members
We’ve helped thousands of people feel better, avoid surgeries, eliminate medications, recover from surgery, and get their lives back.
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Learn More
Solve pain. Save millions.

EnrollRequest Demo




Footnotes
1*% of members who enroll in our programs with moderate to severe pain and by the end of the program have only mild or no pain. Sword BoB H1 2023


2Sword book of business, 2021


3Healthcare (Basel). 2022 Aug 22;10(8):1595. doi: 10.3390/healthcare10081595


4J Pain Res. 2022 Jan 8;15:53-66. doi: 10.2147/JPR.S343308


5Validation Institute report on Sword savings, 2021


6Musculoskelet Sci Pract. 2023 Feb;63:102709. doi: 10.1016/j.msksp.2022.102709


7Healthcare. 2022; 10(8):1595. doi: 10.3390/healthcare10081595
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